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Camera blur: And in my pantry.

0 of 0Search

Bad lighting: So I’ll just show it to you here

but I just have things kind of organized

Pause: 25.5 seconds                      

Bad lighting: So I’ll just show it to you here

A. Video pane D. Tool pane E. Search Pane

C. Outline pane

B. Script Pane

Figure 1: AVscript is an accessible text-based video editing tool that enables blind and low vision (BLV) creators to edit videos
efficiently using a screen reader. The video pane (A) provides notifications for visual errors and supports inspection of visual
objects. The script pane (B) provides a narration transcript segmented by scenes, scene descriptions, and highlighted visual
errors (e.g., blur, bad lighting). The outline pane (C) a navigable summary of the video scenes and errors. The tool pane (D)
allows users to change the playback speed or trim of a selected video clip. The search pane (E) supports both visual search and
narration search of the video.

ABSTRACT
Sighted and blind and low vision (BLV) creators alike use videos
to communicate with broad audiences. Yet, video editing remains
inaccessible to BLV creators. Our formative study revealed that cur-
rent video editing tools make it difficult to access the visual content,
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assess the visual quality, and efficiently navigate the timeline. We
present AVscript, an accessible text-based video editor. AVscript
enables BLV creators to edit their video using a script that em-
beds the video’s visual content, visual errors (e.g., dark or blurred
footage), and speech. BLV creators can use AVscript to efficiently
navigate between scenes and visual errors or to locate objects in
the frame or spoken words of interest. A comparison study (N=12)
showed that AVscript significantly lowered BLV creators’ mental
demand while increasing confidence and independence in video
editing. We further demonstrate the potential of AVscript through
an exploratory study (N=3) where BLV creators edited their own
footage.
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1 INTRODUCTION
People create videos to share their experiences and expertise with
a broad audience. To create a compelling video, creators first cap-
ture raw video footage then edit the video to remove irrelevant or
low-quality footage and add effects. For instance, creators speed up
repetitive actions (e.g., walking or cleaning), remove long pauses in
their speech, and cut blurry footage due to camera shakes. With cur-
rent video editing tools (e.g., Premiere [13], Final Cut Pro [15], De-
script [25]), creators first need to visually inspect the video footage
and the corresponding video timeline [13, 15] or transcript [25], to
identify edit points. Similar to accessibility barriers encountered by
BLV creators authoring static visual media (e.g., photos [17], pre-
sentations [62], documents [24]), requiring visual inspection makes
video editing tools inaccessible to a growing number of blind and
low vision (BLV) video creators [70] who author and share general-
purpose and accessibility-focused videos including vlogs, reviews,
and tutorials. While prior work explored how to make videos acces-
sible to BLV audience members [49, 50, 58], and how to make video
editing more efficient for sighted creators [18, 23, 34], existing work
has not yet explored how to make video editing accessible to BLV
creators.

To better understand BLV creators’ current video production
strategies and challenges, we interviewed 8 BLV video creators
and analyzed 24 videos about screen reader-based video editing.
While BLV creators devised creative techniques to film and edit
their videos such as describing the visual content during video
capture, and editing the video using audio editing tools, the creators
reported that video editing remained challenging due to four core
accessibility barriers of videos and video editing tools: lack of access
to the visual content of the video (e.g., settings, objects), lack of
access to the visual quality of the video (e.g., lighting, blurriness),
lack of efficient ways to navigate to different parts of the video,
and limited screen reader support (e.g., deeply nested menus or
icons listed as “button”). As a result, BLV creators reported that
they either recruited sighted collaborators to review and edit their
video, or uploaded their original video recording without editing
the footage to their preferred level of polish.

To address accessibility barriers of current video editing tools,
we present AVscript, a system that supports accessible video edit-
ing via audio-visual scripts (Figure 1). AVscript’s audio-visual script
(Figure 1B) features a transcript of the narration in the video (e.g.,
“First of all,...”) overlaid with information about the visual content in
the video (e.g., “Scene 7: A pantry full of food...”) and visual errors

in the video (e.g., “Camera blur”). We align the audio-visual script
to the video such that BLV creators can directly review, navigate,
and edit the video via text. As creators play the video, AVscript
surfaces visual information by alerting creators to scene changes
and visual errors using audio notifications. AVscript also allows
creators to inspect objects in the current frame using the “Inspect”
feature. To facilitate efficient navigation, AVscript features an out-
line (Figure 1C) and search feature (Figure 1E). AVscript’s outline
(Figure 1C) of key scenes and errors lets creators skim to gain a
high-level overview of the video or click to navigate to the corre-
sponding point in the script and video. AVscript’s search (Figure 1E)
lets creators navigate the video by searching for visual objects (e.g.,
“microwave”) or transcript words of interest.

To assess AVscript, we conducted a within-subjects study with
12 BLV editors comparing AVscript to the their existing workflows
and invited 3 BLV creators to edit their own footage using AVscript.
In the within-subjects study with 12 BVI editors, creators reported
lower mental demand and greater confidence in their final video
when editing videos with AVscript compared to using their own
video editing tools (e.g., Reaper, a timeline-based editor, and FFmpeg,
a command-line tool). All creators expressed that they wanted to
use the tool in the future as it helped them efficiently review their
video footage and identify visual errors. BLV creators editing their
own footage with AVscript used AVscript’s visual descriptions to
efficiently recall what they filmed, and AVscript’s error detection
to remove visual errors. After using AVscript to edit their own
footage, creators reported that AVscript would enable them to edit
more videos without assistance, thus decreasing the time required
to produce videos and empowering them to create new types of
videos with more diverse content and styles.

Our work contributes:
• A formative study revealing current practices and unique
challenges of video editing by BLV creators.
• Design and development of AVscript, a novel system that
uses audio-visual script to improve accessibility in reviewing,
navigating, and editing videos.
• User studies demonstrating howBLV creators leverageAVscript
to edit given videos and their own videos.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds upon previous work in accessible authoring tools
(Section 2.1), video accessibility (Section 2.2), text-based editing
tools for audio and visual media (Section 2.3), and interaction tech-
niques for video navigation (Section 2.4).

2.1 Accessible Authoring Tools
Prior research has explored how creators with visual impairments
currently author photos [11, 19], drawings [41], documents [79],
websites [46], presentations [62, 69], audio [66], and videos [70].
Such work identified that authoring tools for visual content remain
inaccessible because they do not convey visual information about
the content the creator is authoring (e.g., framing of a photo [11],
layout of a website [46]). Thus, prior work created tactile displays to
make authoring websites [46], documents [16], and maps [71] acces-
sible. While tactile displays allow creators with visual impairments
to access visual content, creatorsmust have access to an embosser or
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laser cutter to print tactile sheets for the initial and revised visual
designs. To provide access to visual designs and revisions with-
out tactile displays, Peng et al. generated visual descriptions that
let presenters with visual impairments obtain information about
the content, layout, and style of their slides [62]. Prior work also
explores how to support collaboration between creators who are
sighted and creators with visual impairments (i.e. mixed-ability
collaboration) by providing descriptions of revisions [62], and ac-
cess to awareness information that describes who was authoring
what during collaborative editing [24, 43]. While these tools make
authoring static visuals (e.g., text documents, visual designs) acces-
sible for creators with visual impairments, we explore how to make
video authoring accessible to creators with visual impairments by
representing the dynamic visual and audio content of a video as
text.

2.2 Video Accessibility
Creating an accessible authoring tool for videos is challenging par-
tially due to the inaccessibility of videos themselves. Videos are
inaccessible to BLV audiences when the visual content in the video
is not described by the audio (e.g., travel videos with scenic shots
set to music) [49, 50, 61]. To improve video accessibility, video cre-
ators [58], volunteers [36], or professional audio describers [10] can
add audio descriptions to describe important visual content that is
not understandable from the audio alone. As audio description is a
challenging and time consuming task, prior work developed tools
that provide feedback on audio descriptions [51, 68], host audio
description authoring tools [10, 36], and help authors recognize
mismatches between the audio and visual content so that they can
add descriptions as they capture [61] or edit [50, 58] their video.
Beyond helping authors create accessible videos, recent work also
makes inaccessible videos accessible on demand by generating au-
tomatic [81] or interactive [60] visual descriptions. While these
approaches provide BLV audience members access to visual con-
tent in videos, existing approaches have primarily been designed to
make videos accessible for consumption rather than editing, such
that they lack important information for authoring purposes (e.g.,
lighting, camera stability). We investigate how to improve the acces-
sibility of video editing by providing text descriptions of the visual
content and quality of the video to help BLV creators efficiently
understand video content and decide where and how to edit.

2.3 Text-based Audio and Video Editing
Audio and video editing is time-consuming as it requires multiple
iterations of finding edit points and applying edits [23]. To improve
the efficiency of reviewing, navigating, and editing audio or video
footage, researchers and practitioners introduced text-based edit-
ing, which allows users to edit audio or video as they would a
text document by time-aligning the words in the speech transcript
with words in the audio [18, 25, 27, 34, 35, 42, 64, 65, 72, 77]. Re-
searchers augmented text-based editing tools to further improve
the efficiency of editing by: highlighting pauses or repeated words
in the transcript [65], suggesting opportunities for B-roll [34], or
matching voice-over recordings with their relevant video segments
in narrated videos [77]. In addition, prior research used text-based

editing to improve the quality of the video output by creating seam-
less transitions when cuts or dialogue changes occur in talking head
videos [27], dialogue-driven scenes [42], and interview videos [18].
However, existing text-based editing tools were designed for sighted
video editors who can visually inspect the video footage to identify
editing opportunities, and visually skim the text transcript to navi-
gate efficiently. We explore how to make text-based video editing
accessible by integrating visual content and quality into the script,
improving non-visual skimming via an outline, and making the
editing tool screen reader accessible.

2.4 Video Navigation Interaction Techniques
Traditional video players such as Premiere [13] and Final Cut
Pro [15] and editors let users navigate the video using a timeline.
However, timeline-based navigation is challenging as users need to
scrub back and forth to find the content of interest. To help users
skim and navigate to content of interest, prior work has introduced
approaches to navigate videos based on transcripts [38, 55, 56],
high-level chapters or scenes [22, 26, 39, 55, 57, 78, 82], or key
objects and concepts [21, 48, 60]. While transcripts help users ef-
ficiently search for words used in the video [38, 55, 56], they can
be difficult to skim as they are often long, unstructured, and con-
tain disfluencies present in speech [57]. To help users skim and
navigate videos more efficiently, prior work segmented videos into
high-level segments (i.e. scenes or chapters) and let users browse
these segments based on representative thumbnails or text descrip-
tions [22, 26, 39, 55, 57, 78, 82]. Prior work segmented videos into
chapters or scenes by using the transcript to automatically segment
the video based on transcript topics [26, 57, 78, 82], crowdsourcing
to annotate segmentation points [39], or metadata such as com-
mand logs to segment based on interactions [22, 26, 56]. As it is
particularly challenging for screen-reader users to skim text [14],
we similarly segment the video to create an outline of important
moments (e.g., scene descriptions, visual errors) such that readers
can quickly navigate our the audio-visual script using the outline.
We also build on prior work that uses low-level features in the video
(e.g., keywords [21], presentation slide elements [60]) to facilitate
search, as we similarly enable search via speech and visual objects
(e.g. “socks”) to help BLV creators locate footage to edit.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
Prior work explores practices of content creators with visual im-
pairments creating media such as photos [11, 17], drawings [41],
documents [79], and audio [66], and explores community aspects
of YouTube content creation such as high-level motivations for con-
tent creation and engagement with viewers [70], but existing work
has not yet explored BLV creators’ unique practices and challenges
in video editing. To understand how BLV video creators edit videos,
we analyzed 24 YouTube videos1 (V1-V24) by 20 BLV creators about
their video editing processes and interviewed an additional 8 ex-
perienced BLV video creators (P1-P8, Table 2) about their video
editing motivations, current practices, and accessibility barriers2.
Participants were recruited using mailing lists and compensated $

1See Appendix C for details on our video collection approach
2See Supplemental Material for the full list of questions
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20 USD for the 1-hour semi-structured interview. We transcribed3
the YouTube videos and interview recordings, then two researchers
first independently coded all videos using open-coding [30], then
met to resolve conflicts. The list of codes was consolidated after
reaching a consensus and updating the codes. Then, the same two
researchers used affinity diagramming [31] to group the codes into
themes: goals for editing videos, strategies for editing videos, and
challenges in editing videos.

3.1 Findings: Goals for video editing
Interview participants reported that their motivation for editing
was to make videos more engaging (6 participants), or tailor videos
to a specific audience (2 participants). As P2 summarized: “I only
keep the highlights [...] because short and snappy videos are more
popular” (P2). When editing, 5 participants mentioned that they
polished their videos by editing out visual or audio mistakes, and 4
participants highlighted that they make videos concise by removing
unimportant footage. For example, participants mentioned they
removed audio mistakes like ‘um’s and ‘ah’s in the video (P2, P3, P5),
pauses in the speech (P5, P7), or answering a question incorrectly
in class (P3). While participants currently edited primarily via the
video’s audio track, they were often creating for a broad audience:
“My video is not just for people with visual impairments. For sighted
viewers, I want to make sure nothing is visually awkward” (P7).
P2 added that editing the visuals is particularly crucial for BLV
video creators as they often make mistakes while capturing video
(e.g., filming with lights turned off), and re-filming can be a burden.
Finally, in addition to cutting out unimportant footage andmistakes,
participants wanted to capture viewer attention by adding music
and intros to their videos.

3.2 Findings: Strategies for video editing
Describing visual content and mistakes. BLV creators are un-
able to recognize the visual content in a video (e.g., objects, actions,
background setting) unless the visual content is understandable
from the audio alone (e.g., described by a narrator, or accompa-
nied by sound) [49]. Thus, most participants mentioned that they
verbally described visual content (e.g., where they are and what
they are doing) as they filmed their video. Participants reported a
dual benefit to visual descriptions: identifying visual content while
editing, and making the final video more accessible to BLV audience
members. In addition to describing visual content, P3, P4, and P8
added verbal cues for editing when they made mistakes during
filming. For example, P8 explained “When I drop something, I’d say
out loud ‘Don’t use the earlier part’ so that I will easily remove it
later”. P7 dealt with a lack of information about the visual content
and quality by focusing on the audio: “Because I cannot check the
visual quality of the footage, I am very picky about the audio. If there
is some traffic noise, I don’t use that part.” P8 renamed his video
files with visual descriptions or editing cues so that he could locate
relevant clips without playing the video.

However, creators’ reported that their descriptions were inac-
curate or incomplete when they were not aware of all relevant
mistakes (e.g., bad lighting, blur, poor framing or composition)

3https://clovanote.naver.com

or visual content. P2 recalled that once “When I was pointing at
an object describing it, it wasn’t there!”. Creators also shared that
constantly describing visual content during filming took attention
away from being creative (V19) and forced them to replace their
audio track with music when they did not want the narration to be
included in the final video (P7).
Identifying accessible video editing tools. To edit videos, seven
participants used timeline-based editing tools (e.g., Final Cut Pro)
and one participant used FFmpeg, a command-line tool (P4). Par-
ticipants noted that video editing tools were largely inaccessible:
“Finding an accessible editing tool in the first place is difficult. Very
few tools are accessible themselves and also have accessible documents
or tutorials.” (P4). Participants identified accessible video editing
tools via other BLV creators and then learned how to use these
tools with a screen reader via text tutorials, videos aimed at BLV
editors, and official documentation. Even with the most accessible
timeline-based tools, participants reported that the menus, buttons,
and sliders were often unclickable with a screen reader or not prop-
erly labeled (e.g., only reading ‘button’ instead of describing the
function). In addition, such tools have complex menus that are dif-
ficult to navigate with a screen reader: “Having no access to GUI,
I have to continuously tab to locate the button of my interest. This
becomes tedious because video editing is a complex task” (P1).
Navigating videos linearly.While most BLV creators edited their
videos with timeline-based tools, the visual aids that these tools
provide for sighted creators to browse, skim and select video footage
(e.g., visual thumbnails to preview video content by hovering, audio
waveforms to preview start and end of speech) are not accessible
to BLV creators. As a result, all participants reported that they
review and edit videos by first watching the entire video all the way
through, and either editing as they go (6 participants) or noting
timestamps to edit later (P1, P4). P7 noted that he usually watched
the entire clip several times because he cannot jump from place
to place in the video. To avoid re-watching long videos in order
to find content of interest, participants commonly filmed multiple
short clips: “Because navigating within a single clip is so tedious, I
never create a long clip.” (P8).
Recruiting sighted collaborators. BLV creators commonly sought
out assistance from sighted people for filming, editing, and review-
ing the final video (V1, V3, V6, V19, P2, P3, P7, P8). For example,
the creator of V3 has her sighted husband set up a camera for film-
ing, make video intro templates, and apply color correction. The
creator of V1 and V6 recently hired an editor for even basic editing
tasks as editing takes too long causing back pain. Before publishing
their video, 4 participants (P2, P3, P6, and P8) wanted a sighted
person with or without video editing experience to view the video
and provide a sense of how an “average viewer” would see it. For
example, P3 often uses Be My Eyes4 or Aira5 to ask a volunteer to
provide feedback on visual quality (e.g., whether she is centered in
the frame and well-lit). All interview participants mentioned that
they wished to edit videos independently, as sighted assistance is
not always available or affordable, and they wanted to gain control
over the process as creators.

4https://www.bemyeyes.com/
5https://aira.io/
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Camera blur: And in my pantry.

Pause: 25.5 seconds                      

Bad lighting: So I’ll just show it to you here

Outline

C DOutline Pane Script Pane

4:12 Scene 5  
The person presses on a timer in the oven

5:17 Scene 6  
A blurry photo of several empty chairs  
around the table 

Camera blur: “And in my pantry.”

Pause: 25.5 seconds

…

Figure 2: AVscript’s outline pane displays a navigable sum-
mary of the audio-visual script including the high-level
scenes and potential edit points (pauses and visual errors).

3.3 Reflection: Opportunities for BLV creator
support

While BLV creators resourcefully crafted strategies to work around
inaccessible video editing tools, creators’ remaining challenges
(C1-C5) point to opportunities for technical or social support:
C1. Recognizing visual content in a video (e.g., setting, actions)
C2. Assessing the visual quality of a video (e.g., lighting)
C3. Accessing editing tool menus with a screen reader
C4. Non-linear browsing and skimming of videos
C5. Performing visual edits (e.g., color correction)
Our formative study indicates that BLV creators currently ex-

tend time, effort, creative agency, and social resources to overcome
these challenges. For example, by narrating the visual content and
noting mistakes as they film (C1, C2), losing and regaining edit-
ing task focus to navigate menus (C3), spending time watching a
video linearly rather than jumping to the point of interest (C4) and
recruiting sighted collaborators for inaccessible or overly tedious
tasks (C1-5). Our work explores how to make video editing more
accessible by providing creators’ access to video visuals (C1, C2)
and more efficient by improving the ability of creators to skim
and browse for content of interest (C4), while the remaining chal-
lenges (C3, C5) indicate rich opportunities for future research and
commercial accessibility improvements.

4 AVSCRIPT
AVscript (Figure 1) makes video editing accessible and efficient for
BLV creators with audio-visual scripts that let creators navigate
and edit based on a text script of visual content, visual quality, and
speech. We first illustrate how BLV creators can use AVscript to edit
videos through an example use scenario. Thenwe describe AVscript’s
interface and the computational pipeline that powers it.

4.1 Editing a video with AVscript
Anna, a YouTube content creator with a visual impairment, filmed
a new cooking tutorial video to upload to her channel. Anna wants
to improve the conciseness and quality of her tutorial to make it
engaging to viewers, so she imports the tutorial video into AVscript
to edit it. Using her screen reader, Anna first skims the outline to

[               ] [                     ][                 ] 03:26/11:12[   ]
Scene #1 #2 #3 #4

“Camera Blur”“Scene change"

“Inspect mode, currently in the frame:  
cereal box, snacks, shelf” 

Video PaneA

Figure 3: AVscript’s video pane provides two types of au-
dio notifications: 1) scene change notification (page-flipping
sound) and 2) visual error notification (warning sound). By
pressing an ‘i’ key, users can activate the inspect mode to
access the objects in the frame.

review her footage (Figure 2). Because the outline summarizes the
video with the description of each scene, she can easily recall the
content and plan what to edit from the footage. Reading through the
outline, Anna notices that the second scene, where she shows her
pantry, is over ten minutes long. To shorten the scene, she clicks the
item of the outline and jumps to the pantry scene. As she plays the
video from the start of the pantry scene, Anna hears a notification
indicating that there is a visual error (Figure 3). To check the error,
she pauses the video. As the position of her cursor in the audio-
visual script updates alongside the video progress, she can easily
read the audio-visual script which indicates there was a camera
blur. To learn more about the visuals at that point, she presses an ‘i’
key to inspect the frame. As AVscript reads out the objects detected
in the frame, Anna notices ‘door’ and ‘hand’ and realizes that the
camera was shaking as she tried to open the pantry door. To remove
the blurry footage, Anna selects the line that contains ‘camera blur’
and deletes the text. Anna also remembers that she spent a long
time silently waiting for the microwave to finish while filming. She
searches for ‘microwave’ (Figure 4) to find where the microwave
appeared in the video and clicks on the relevant result. She shortens
the pause by using the ‘speed change’ feature to make the clip two
times faster.

4.2 Interface
The AVscript interface consists of: a video pane (Figure 3A), a script
pane (Figure 2D), an outline pane (Figure 2C), a tool pane (Figure 4D),
and a search pane (Figure 4E).

4.2.1 Video Pane. The video pane displays the video and the time-
line (Figure 3). As the user listens to the video, the system provides
sound notifications for the key visual events (e.g., “Scene Change”,
“Camera Blur”). Users can access visual information in the current
frame by pausing the video and pressing the ‘I’ key to activate
inspect mode, which reads out a list of detected objects in the frame.
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Okay, so on my microwave.

1 of 7microwave
Search

Pause: 25.5 seconds                      

Tool PaneD Search PaneE

Figure 4: AVscript supports search over the transcribed
speech and visual objects in the video. Creators can skim
the results and click on a search result to jump to the corre-
sponding point in the video.

4.2.2 Script Pane & Outline Pane. The script pane’s audio-visual
script (Figure 2D) displays the narration and pauses in the video
speech along with high-level visual scenes and visual errors. The
audio-visual script is aligned to the video, so navigating within the
script will navigate within the video (and vice versa), and edits to
the script (e.g., selecting and deleting a sentence) are reflected in
the video. The script pane first includes lines that represent each
sentence and comma-separated phrases greater than three words in
the transcript (e.g., “First of all...”). To inform users about the scene
changes in the video, AVscript provides high-level scene headings in
the script that summarize the key visual content in the scene (e.g., “A
person is holding a can next to an empty refrigerator”). In addition
to the scene information, AVscript also provides recommendations
for potential edit points which are highlighted alongside the text
that occurs at that time. For visual errors (highlighted in orange),
the system describes the type of error (e.g., “Bad lighting”), and
for long silences (highlighted in blue), the system provides the
duration of silence (e.g. “25.5 seconds”). AVscript’s audio-visual
script is designed to enable screen reader users to easily navigate
the video at different levels of granularity (high-level visual scenes,
narration or pause lines, and words) using key commands (e.g.,
ctrl/cmd +→/← to jump forward or backward by a line).

In the outline pane (Figure 2C), the scene headings and recom-
mendations for edit points are listed and sorted in timeline order
to provide an overview of the major visual events. By clicking an
item in the outline, creators can directly jump to the corresponding
part of the video, with an updated cursor position in the script.

4.2.3 Tool Pane & Search Pane. To edit the video with AVscript, the
creator selects a segment in the script and either presses delete (i.e.
backspace) to remove that part of the video, shortens the segment
by adjusting the start and end time with the “Trim” tool, or changes
the playback speed of the segment by using the “Speed” tool. When

creators have a specific editing target in mind (e.g., a microwave),
they can use search pane (Figure 4) to query a speech word, a visual
object, or a visual error (e.g., “microwave”, “Camera Moving”, or
“Pause”). Then, creators can review and select a search result to
jump to the start time of the result in the video and script.

4.2.4 Implementation. We implemented AVscript using React.js,
HTML and CSS for the front-end web interface and Firebase for the
back-end interface. For embedding a video player, we used Remo-
tion [6] for efficient server-side rendering and parametrization. For
audio-visual scripts, we used Draft.js [2], a text editor framework
for React. We followed the guidelines of W3C [80] and tested the
compatibility of the AVscript with all three major screen readers:
NVDA, JAWS, and VoiceOver.

4.3 Computational Pipeline
AVscript’s computational pipeline (Figure 5) transcribes and aligns
video speech (Section 4.3.1), detects objects and segments scenes
(Section 4.3.2), and detects visual errors (Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1 Transcribing and Aligning Speech. To enable word-level edit-
ing, AVscript transcribes the video speech using Otter.ai 6, then
uses P2FA to align each word in the transcript to the correspond-
ing word in the speech. Following Rubin et al. [65], we use CMU
Sphinx Knowledge Base Tool [1] to obtain word phonemes of out-
of-vocabulary words (e.g., the coffee machine name “Keurig”). To
enable phrase-level navigation and editing, AVscript then splits the
transcript into sentences and comma-separated phrases that are
three words or longer. AVscript also creates pause segments for any
pause longer than three seconds. As widely used screen readers (e.g.,
VoiceOver, NVDA, JAWS) read the text in HTML ‘input’ elements
line-by-line, we place each phrase and pause on a different line for
ease of screen reader navigation.

4.3.2 Segmenting and Labeling Scenes. Using OpenCV we extract
frames from the video at a rate of one frame per second. For each
frame, we detect objects in the frame using Detic [84] to retrieve
visual information of the content for frame inspection, visual search,
and detection ofmajor visual changes for scene segmentation. In our
pilot experiments, using all objects detected in the frame resulted in
too much irrelevant information passed to the pipeline or presented
to the creator (e.g., listing all the objects in the background such
as a coffee mug, spoons, forks). To limit our object detection to
objects that are likely to be important, we only detect the objects
referred to in the narration. To create a custom vocabulary set, we
use Spacy’s part-of-speech tagger [33] to extract all noun phrases
in the transcript (‘NN’: noun, singular or mass, ‘NNP’: noun, proper
singular, ‘NNPS’: noun, proper plural, ‘NNS’: noun, plural). Then
we pass the custom vocabulary to Detic [84] to detect all instances
of each noun in each frame. Detic provides the bounding box for
each noun in each frame and a confidence value. We include all
objects with a confidence value greater than 0.3. In the inspect
and search mode, AVscript reads objects in order of the size of
their bounding box (largest first). We segment videos into higher-
level scenes by using a sliding window of width 4 to compare % of
similar objects in the 2 frames before and 2 frames after a potential

6https://otter.ai/home
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Figure 5: Computational Pipeline of creating an AVscript from raw footage. It takes two inputs: audio and frames. To generate an
aligned transcript, we obtain the transcript from audio using Otter.ai and align using P2FA. To segment the footage into multiple
scenes, we first detect objects in the frame with Detic using the noun extracted from the transcript as custom vocabulary. Then,
we segment the footage when there is a salient change in the objects detected in the frame. For each scene, we generate the
caption of the first frame using BLIP and use the caption as the scene title in the transcript.

boundary (similar to Haq et al. [29]). If a scene boundary occurs
in the middle of a phrase boundary, we adjust the scene boundary
to match the phrase boundary. We cut short scenes that did not
encompass any entire phrase. Then, to obtain a description for each
scene, we generate the caption of the first non-blurry frame of each
scene using a BLIP [47]’s pre-trainedmodel (CapFilt-L) with nucleus
sampling. While BLIP produces state-of-the-art image captioning
performance, BLIP occasionally misidentified objects, misgendered
people, and cited incorrect emotions in pilot experiments.

We evaluated our scene segmentation on two videos (V1 and V2
in Section 5.1.2) by comparing our predicted scene boundaries to
scene boundaries independently labeled by two researchers (Coders
A and B who are authors of this paper). We measured percent simi-
larity (i.e. Jaccard Index) between each set of scene boundary labels
by dividing the number of matching labels by the total number
of labels, considering any labels less than 3 seconds apart as the
same. For V1, coders A and B shared 34% matching boundaries
with each other, while our segmentation algorithm shared 37% and
38% matching boundaries with coders A and B respectively. For V2,
coders A and B shared 57% matching boundaries with each other,
while our segmentation algorithm shared 64% and 48% matching
boundaries with coders A and B respectively. Overall, our segmen-
tation algorithm achieved similar agreement with human coders as
they did with each other. When disagreements occurred they typi-
cally represented high-quality segmentation boundaries provided
at different levels of granularity (e.g., a single segment for adding
ingredients vs. three segments for adding flour, water and salt).

4.3.3 Detecting Visual Errors. Researchers have identified that the
common components of photo quality that BLV people find difficult
to achieve are blur, lighting, framing, and composition [11, 19].
Among these, AVscript supports identifying blur and bad lighting,
and also considers camera motion blur to support video rather
than photo content. To detect dark lighting, for each frame in the
video we reduced the size of the frame to 100x100 to reduce the
computation, then classify the frame as “dark” if the mean pixel
luminescence value falls below an empirically determined threshold

of 0.25. To detect blurry frames, we use the modified Laplacian
method [59]. For each frame, we first convert the image to grayscale
using OpenCV and then compute the variance of Laplacian to
calculate the focus score. Then, we classify the frame as “blurry” if
the focus score falls below an empirically determined threshold of
5. Using the detection results of each frame, we mark a segment
as ‘dark’ or ‘blurry’ when more than three consecutive frames are
identified as such. Finally, to avoid naively identifying all the camera
moving parts (e.g., facing the camera to a different object) as ‘blurry’,
we also used the object detection results to detect ‘camera moving’
between scenes (frequent change in the object set over time). For
segments that were classified as both “blurry” and “camera moving”,
we label them as “camera moving” to indicate that the motion blur
may make objects in the frame difficult to see.

We evaluated our error detection pipeline on two videos (V1 and
V2 in Section 5.1.2) by first creating a set of ground truth labels of
visual errors based on existing video editing guidelines [3–5, 7–9].
Two researchers first met to group established guidelines into com-
mon themes (See Supplemental Material for aggregated guidelines),
then each researcher annotated edit points for a single video (V1)
andmet to resolve conflicts and revise the guidelines. After reaching
a consensus, one of the researchers annotated the other video (V2)
following the revised guidelines. In total, the ground truth labels
included 18 errors for V1 and 15 errors for V2. When compared
with the ground truth edit points, AVscript’s pipeline achieved high
precision and low recall for visual error detection (precision=38.89%,
recall=100% for V1, precision=46.67%, recall=87.50% for V2). The
most common error type not detected by our pipeline was a partial
blur due to the main object being out of focus because our pipeline
only calculates the focus score of the entire frame. One of the rea-
sons for the high precision and low recall is that we empirically set
the threshold of AVscript’s pipeline low to avoid false notification
of errors, or presenting users with too many error suggestions.
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5 COMPARISON STUDY
We conducted a within-subjects study to examine how AVscript
impacts experienced BLV creators’ video editing practice compared
to their personal video editing tools.

5.1 Method
5.1.1 Participants. We recruited 12 participants who all had a vi-
sual impairment, used a screen reader to access their device, and
had prior experience editing videos (8 males and 4 females, aged
28–58) using mailing lists and social media (Table 2). Three of the
participants also participated in the formative study (P1, P4, P8).
Among the participants, ten participants had a YouTube channel
where they posted videos to the public, while two participants
shared their videos privately (e.g., to the company they work for or
family and friends). All 12 participants mentioned that they create
videos for both sighted and BLV audience members. Participants
authored a variety of videos including vlogs, tutorials, product re-
views, presentations, and more (see Table 2 for a complete list).
To edit videos, 11 participants used timeline-based editing tools
(Reaper, Windows Movie Maker, Microsoft Photos, Final Cut Pro,
and VideoReDo), and 1 participant used scripting tools (FFmpeg,
Python). Reaper is primarily an audio production tool, but it also
supports videos. All participants used one or more of the three
popular screen readers (NVDA, JAWS, VoiceOver) which are all
compatible with AVscript.

5.1.2 Materials. We selected three videos from YouTube authored
by BLV creators that contained (Table 3): primarily raw video
footagewith few edits, real-world camera footage rather than screen
recordings, and narration in English by the video author. We se-
lected a short video (V0) for the tutorial. Videos used in the main
sessions (V1-V2) were created by the same YouTube creator7 and
were selected to be similar in terms of length, amount of narration,
and shot changes. For both videos, we only used around the first
11 minutes of the video such that participants could edit the video
within the study time. For each video, we did not manually cor-
rect algorithmic results except for replacing the incorrect gender
identification of the speaker.

5.1.3 Procedure. We conducted a 120-minute remote study on
Zoom8 where all participants had a 1:1 session with one of the re-
searchers. We first asked participants demographic and background
questions about their prior video editing experience. We then gave
a 20-minute tutorial on the AVscript interface in which participants
edited V0 to learn system features. Participants then edited one
video (V1 or V2) with AVscript and the other video (V1 or V2) using
their existing editing tools (within subjects). The order of system
type (their own editing tools vs. AVscript) and video clips (V1 or V2),
was counterbalanced and randomly assigned to participants. Dur-
ing the task, we answered participant questions about AVscript’s
screen reader controls and the amount of task time remaining but
did not provide any help with understanding or editing the video.
We encouraged participants to take a short break between two ses-
sions. For each interface, we conducted a post-stimulus survey that
included three types of questions: NASA-TLX ratings, ratings about
7https://www.youtube.com/c/BlindMovingOn
8https://zoom.us/

the final video output, and ratings about the perceived helpfulness
of system operations. As we did not provide assistance with video
understanding or editing during the study, ratings related to assis-
tance (Figure 6) intend to capture participants’ perceptions of their
ability to use each tool independently. All ratings were on a 7-point
Likert scale. After the session using AVscript, the edited video was
downloaded to our server. We also asked the participants to share
the output video edited using their personal video editing tools. At
the end of the study, we conducted a semi-structured interview to
understand participants’ strategies using AVscript and the pros and
cons of both AVscript and their own tools. We compensated partici-
pants with a 40 USD Amazon Gift Card. This study was approved
by our institution’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).

5.1.4 Analysis. We collected the video recordings, the interaction
logs, the output videos, and the survey responses to perform both
quantitative and qualitative analyses. AVscript’s interaction logs
were collected using Google Firebase9. We reviewed both the ses-
sion recording and interaction logs to extract the operations partic-
ipants performed using their baseline video editing systems and
AVscript. We triangulated the logs with the output videos to val-
idate the extraction (e.g., comparing the edit points in the video
to the edit operations). We did not count the number of primitive
actions such as moving cursors without playing a video or subse-
quent playing/pausing of the same video segment. We transcribed
the exit interviews and participants’ spontaneous comments during
the tasks and grouped the transcript according to (1) strategies of
using AVscript and (2) perceived benefits and limitations of our
system.

5.1.5 Study Limitations. In this study, participants used AVscript
for the first time and compared it to their own editing tools, which
they are already familiar with. Thus, this study neither reveals
how long-term use might impact the editing experience of users,
nor how participants who have never edited videos before might
use the system. We selected the video length (around 11 min) and
the editing time provided (around 30 min) to balance providing a
realistic use scenario while keeping the study time short, especially
as editing is cognitively demanding. As a result, not all participants
were able to complete editing within the time provided.

5.2 Results
Overall, participants rated using AVscript to edit videos as requiring
significantly less effort (`=4.58, 𝜎=1.51 vs. `=2.17, 𝜎=1.11; 𝑍=2.96,
𝑝<0.01), frustration (`=3.58,𝜎=2.11 vs. `=2.08,𝜎=1.31;𝑍=2.39, 𝑝<0.05),
mental demand (`=3.17, 𝜎=1.80 vs. `=2.00, 𝜎=0.95; 𝑍=2.03, 𝑝<0.05),
and temporal demand (`=4.5, 𝜎=1.93 vs. `=2.58, 𝜎=1.16; 𝑍=2.54,
𝑝<0.05) compared to their own editing tools that they were experi-
enced with (Figure 6). Perceived performance and physical demand
were not significantly decreased for AVscript, and all significance
testing was performed with the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. All
participants stated they would like to use AVscript in the future for
reviewing and editing their videos.

We report the statistics of the videos edited by participants in Ta-
ble 1. While 30 minutes were given for each editing session, six

9https://firebase.google.com/
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participants using AVscript finished the task early. Due to the lim-
ited time, ten participants using their own editing tools did not
edit the later part of the footage (P4, P8, P9, P11-17). The Video
Timeline column in Table 1 shows the edited time segments over
the timeline of the videos. As participants using their own tools
often did not reach the second half of the video, the output videos
in the baseline condition included notable errors in the latter half
of the video such as leaving in dark scenes (V1), long pauses (V2),
and repetitive actions (V2). However, across both conditions, short
edits to the video timeline often introduced jump cuts [5, 7] in the
final output video.

Figure 7 summarizes how creators used AVscript by visualizing
operation sequences relevant to navigation and editing. Overall,
participants frequently jumped between different parts of the video
using the headings, transcript lines, and words in the audio-visual
script (Figure 7, light blue “Text Jump” cells). Participants did not
actively jump using the search; four participants (P10, P14, P16, P17)
used the search feature once (Figure 7, blue “Search Jump” cells).
Participants frequently deleted speech, pauses, and visual errors in
the video (Figure 7, yellow, orange and red “deletion” cells). Because
AVscript’s audio-visual script is aligned with the video timeline and
contains descriptions of pauses and errors (e.g., duration, error type),
five participants (P4, P8, P9, P16, P17) often subsequently deleted
problematic segments only using text descriptions without actually
playing the video. In addition to deleting clips, participants tried to
recover from pauses and visual errors by trimming or changing the
speed; five participants trimmed the pause segments (P8, P10, P15,
P16, P17) and one participant changed the playback speed (P1).

5.2.1 Reviewing Videos and Identifying Errors to Edit. Participants
rated AVscript as significantly more helpful for reviewing their
video footage to identify errors compared to their existing editing
tools (`=4.25,𝜎=2.22 vs. `=2.00,𝜎=1.04; 𝑍=2.17, 𝑝<0.01). When re-
flecting on their final video, participants expressed they were more
confident with their final result (`=4.67,𝜎=1.37 vs. `=3.00,𝜎=1.41;
𝑍=2.34, 𝑝<0.01), and needed less assistance reviewing it (`=5,𝜎=1.54
vs. `=2.75,𝜎=1.66; 𝑍=2.31, 𝑝<0.01) compared to their typical editing
tools.
Text-based vs. Timeline-based Video Review. Using AVscript,
participants primarily reviewed the video by reading the text of
the audio-visual script and outline, while with their own video
editing tools participants primarily reviewed the video by playing
the video. For example, of 7 participants who reviewed the entire
video before editing it with AVscript, five participants read the
entire audio-visual script using a screen reader or braille display
without playing the video (P4, P9, P10, P16, P17), and three read the
outline to gain an overview of the video (P10, P11, P13). P10 did both.
On the other hand, when using their baseline tools, all participants
played the video from the beginning to identify points to edit.
Participants expressed that reading the text of the audio-visual
script or outline allowed them to skim the footage faster than the
video alone. P16 who reviewed the 11-minute video with AVscript
in 3 minutes remarked, “I’ve been using NVDA [screen reader] for so
long that I can understand a very fast TTS [Text-To-Speech]. Because
I read 1,075 words-per-minute reading the script instead of playing
video saves so much time for me.”

Gaining an Overview of Visual Content and Errors. In addi-
tion to providing options for faster review, participants reported
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Figure 7: Sequences of operations that are relevant to AVscript’s navigation and editing features by participant (comparison
study). Participants’ data is grouped by video ID and then sorted by participant ID. Note that trivial cursor movements in the
transcript without triggering the video control were not included for brevity.

Table 1: Summary of the number of edits made by participants using their personal video editing tools (Baseline) and AVscript.
Edit time refers to the time spent on editing each video, and length refers to the duration of the output video. We also report
the total number of edits (d: deletion, s: speed change, t: trim, a: audio effect, i: insertion). Note that ‘trim’ has the same effect as
deletion but is counted as separate in AVscript session to distinguish text-based deletion and timestamp-based trim. The video
timeline visualizes the position of edits in the video.

PID
Edit Time Length (mm:ss) Total # of edits Video Timeline
Baseline AVscript Baseline AVscript Baseline AVscript Baseline AVscript

V2 V1

1 30m 30m 8m 2s 9m 35s 1 (1d) 10 (9d, 1s)

4 30m 30m 6m 39s 5m 57s 2 (2d) 12 (12d)

9 30m 25m 6m 58s 8m 16s 5 (5d) 22 (22d)

13 30m 20m 9m 10s 9m 9s 4 (3d, 1a) 8 (7d, 1s)

15 30m 30m 10m 47s 9m 37s 6 (6d) 5 (5d)

16 30m 30m 7m 30s 8m 39s 5 (5d) 19 (17d, 2t)

V1 V2

8 30m 28m 10m 47s 7m 2s 5 (5d) 13(13d, 1t)

10 30m 30m 10m 51s 7m 54s 4 (4d) 4 (3d, 1t)

11 30m 22m 8m 37s 10m 45s 21 (21d) 4 (4d)

12 30m 18m 11m 4s 7m 51s 15 (15d) 5 (5d)

14 30m 30m 10m 44s 7m 30s 8 (8d) 12 (12d)

17 30m 25m 11m 24s 9m 26s 9 (4d, 4i, 1a) 27 (24d, 3t)

that they used AVscript’s high-level description of visual scenes
and errors to (1) form a mental picture of the visual content (e.g.,
connecting background sounds with the scene descriptions, or imag-
ining what the scene contained), (2) plan what edits they would
like to make later (e.g., get an overview of the parts of the video
that they needed to edit), and (3) mentally bookmark their progress
as they edited (e.g., using a scene title to remember they had left
off editing). P16 remarked that the descriptions were particularly
helpful for silences: “Even in silence, I know what is going on in this
video! Reading these scene labels, I can construct mental imagery

of what the footage looks like.” P10 and P14 also used the inspect
feature in concert with the high-level descriptions of visual content
and errors (e.g., to understand the content of a pause, and to access
objects at the beginning of a scene).
Identifying Opportunities to Edit Video Footage. Participants
considered AVscript’s visual errors in making decisions for visual
editing, while they edited audio errors (e.g., pauses, and repeated
words) with both systems. Using AVscript, all participants reviewed
the visual errors in the video, and 11 of the 12 participants AVscript
edited a visual error (e.g., by deleting, speeding up, or trimming the
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error). When evaluating visual errors, participants read the error
along with the speech associated with the error to decide whether
to delete it or not. For example, when assessing a visual error that
overlapped with an important sentence in the speech that would
harm the meaning of the speech if deleted, participants left the
footage intact. On the other hand, if participants could make a
natural edit (e.g., cutting out an unnecessary sentence, or trimming
the length of the error) they would cut it out. To edit the errors
detected by AVscript, 11 participants deleted the entire segment
of the error, whereas one participant changed the playback of the
error segment leaving some part of it. P13 stated, “If I just get rid of
the error, it might result in a jumpcut or leave a too small gap between
the sentences which is unnatural.” While participants expressed that
getting informed of the visual errors made them more confident in
their edits, but P4, P9, P11, and P12 noted they would like severity
information about the error to inform the error vs. content trade-
offs. P12 noted “It says bad lighting, but what I want to know is how
bad so that I can make a decision whether to keep it, fix it, or remove
it.”

With both systems, participants edited out irrelevant footage
and audio errors (e.g, pauses, repeated words). With AVscript, par-
ticipants made edits at word level or line level (a sentence, a long
phrase, or a pause) and sometimes removed multiple lines at once
when they decided not to keep a big chunk of the scene that they did
not find interesting. Using their own editing tools, all participants
made edits to remove filler words or pauses between speeches, and
some participants similarly deleted uninteresting content.

5.2.2 Navigating and Applying Edits. While participants receivedAVscript
to be beneficial for high-level navigation and editing operations
(e.g., by scenes, lines, words, long pauses) and non-linear naviga-
tion, the current version lacked the fine-grained navigation and
editing provided by their typical video editors that enables par-
ticipants to edit fine-grained audio (e.g., short pauses). As partici-
pants found AVscript to be helpful for some navigation tasks more
than others, participants did not rate AVscript to be significantly
more helpful for their existing tools for navigation (`=2.5,𝜎=2.11
vs. `=1.3,𝜎=0.78; 𝑍=1.63, 𝑝>0.05) or applying edits (`=2.58,𝜎=1.73
vs. `=1.83,𝜎=1.19; 𝑍=0.99, 𝑝>0.05).
Coarse-Grained Navigation. Using AVscript’s audio visual script,
all participants efficiently navigated the video content by moving
the cursor in the transcript both line-by-line (up/down arrow keys)
and word-by-word (alt/option + right/left arrow keys). P12 and P16
also jumped to the next scene in the audio-visual script by pressing
the ‘H’ key in the screen reader’s browser mode (used to navigate
to the next heading element). As participants edited the video, 7
participants also used the outline pane to quickly navigate to a scene
or an error suggestion. In contrast, using their typical video editors’
timelines all participants navigated by skipping ahead in a fixed time
or frame interval (e.g., skip ahead 5 seconds) rather than by content
(e.g., sentence, word, pause, error or scene). Participants then needed
to iterate multiple times to find the relevant cut point, as described
by P11: “To delete one word, I have to navigate so many times to
precisely set the start and end of what I want to cut out. So I often create
a small loop around the target just for editing.” Four participants also
scrubbed backward or forwards to navigate to a near word or pause
target (P8, P10, P11, P14) despite its disadvantages: ‘The scrubbing

audio makes no sense to me, but it can still be used to detect pauses”
(P11). P10 and P11 also used the tab key in Reaper to jump to the
next audio peak to locate the end of long silences.
Fine-Grained Navigation. While AVscript was convenient to edit
words or pauses, participants asked that in the future that AVscript
also include frame- and interval-level navigation to facilitate fine-
grained adjustments to the cursor placement, especially when
speech is not present. In addition, as the system limited the pauses
displayed to screen reader users to 3s long to optimize skimming
the audio-visual script, participants expressed that they wanted a
mode for fine-grained edits that would display small pauses.
Non-linear navigation. Participants also used AVscript to effi-
ciently navigate the video non-linearly, using the outline to navi-
gate to an error they would like to edit, then moving their cursors
back to play from a few lines prior to figuring out where to make the
edit by considering the audio content and the visual error together
(P4, P9). Four participants used the search pane to find and skip
to a specific part in the script (P10, P14, P16, P17). P10 exclaimed:
“This search feature is revolutionary! I can search not just for text, but
an object or even pauses so easily.” Yet, participants who never used
the search feature to navigate the video speculated that searching
for visual content would be more useful for their own videos. P9
noted “I didn’t know what to search for as I didn’t film this video. If I
use it (AVscript) for my own video, I will definitely find it useful.”

Applying edits. The ability to apply edits with AVscript was limited
to high-level edits of the video footage itself. With their own editing
tools, participants additionally applied effects to improve the audio
or visual quality of the footage, including: applying a high pass
filter to remove background noise and heavy breaths (P13), inserting
music and adjusted its volume so that the original audio is louder
than the music (P17), adding an intro and credit to the footage
by inserting a black image with white text (P17). After making a
cut in the video, P15 and P17 used a transition effect to avoid the
abrupt jump in the audio or visual. With When making edits, 2
participants often referred to a help menu, or a self-created list of
hotkeys and commands to remember the keys they should use (P4,
P8). Participants who didn’t use the built-in video player of the
editing tool read the timestamps from the player and then passed
them into the command line (P4 using FFmpeg), or to the input
field of the tool (P16 using VideoReDo). Both P4 and P16 noted
the inconvenience of switching between two different interfaces.
P16 said “Because the video player and VideoReDo use different time
formats, I cannot directly copy and paste. When I manually read and
type them, I sometimes make typos and this makes very confusing
results.” P4 also mentioned “While the script-based editing is very
accessible, I have to run the command after each edit to check the
results. If it’s a long video, I have to wait for a long time for the video
to be processed.”

6 EXPLORATORY CASE STUDIES
Through the comparison study, we could learn that BLV creators
can understand the concept of AVscript and actively use the main
features to optimize given videos. As the next step, we conducted
an exploratory study with 3 BLV creators (P14, P18, P19 in Table 2)
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where the creators edited their own footage using AVscript to ex-
amine: How would BLV creators use AVscript to edit their own
videos?

6.1 Method
We recruited 3 video creators with visual impairments who used
screen readers to access their devices using mailing lists and social
media (P14, P18, P19). P14 also participated in the comparison study.
All three participants created and uploaded videos to their YouTube
channels on a regular basis, and two of the three participants had
not edited videos before. Before the study, we collected footage
from each participant that they had filmed themselves (Figure 8)10.
During a 120-minute remote study session, we asked participants
background questions, provided a tutorial of AVscript, invited par-
ticipants to edit their own footage with AVscript, and asked partici-
pants semi-structured interview questions about their experience
(see Supplemental Material). We compensated participants $80 via
Amazon Gift Card for filming their footage and participating in the
study.

6.2 Three Vignettes: How BLV Creators
Use AVscript in Context

6.2.1 V3: Growing with Bryan. Bryan (P18) regularly posts videos
to demonstrate how nature is accessible on his YouTube channel. To
film his planting demonstration video (V3), he strapped a camera to
his chest or forehead to use both hands freely and filmed four clips
over four different days. Because the first two clips were filmed
more than a month ago, Bryan quickly reviewed the footage by
skimming through AVscript’s script. He mentioned “I usually make
videos comparing how a plant changed after several months. Using
[AVscript], I don’t have to watch all the clips again. I can save so much
time reviewing and remembering what I filmed!” With AVscript,
Bryan first used the outline to jump to the start of each scene (clip),
then deleted the first few lines of the script where he mentioned
the date it was filmed. When he noticed that he pointed at a plant
to describe it in the video, he used the inspect feature to make sure
the plant was in the frame. Bryan described that with AVscript that
he can be more independent in making videos, which will enable
him to create videos more quickly. He explained that he typically
required sighted reviewers: “Because it is so difficult to make sure
everything I mention is in the picture, I usually film the same content
several takes, and ask sighted friends to ask which one is the most
appropriate.”

6.2.2 V4: An Adventure to Dinner. Rachel (P19) is a content creator
who makes a wide range of different media: podcasts, interviews,
live streams, Vlogs, and tech demos. While she is an experienced
audio editor, she has never tried editing a video due to a steep
learning curve. For the study, she filmed a Vlog on her way to
dinner (V4). Rachel mentioned that AVscript is easy to learn and
use with a screen reader: “Absolutely fantastic, I have never been able
to edit videos before, but after 15 minutes of learning how to use this,
I can edit my video. It’s a giant leap forward.” While editing, Rachel
found AVscript’s search feature useful because she still remembered
most content of the footage that she filmed two days ago: “When

10If participants provided multiple clips we concatenated them in order of time filmed

V3 (10:23) 
Growing With Blind Bryan 

V4 (12:53)  
An adventure to dinner  

V5 (9:37) 
Blind construction tools 

Figure 8: Three videos filmed by BLV creators for exploratory
case studies. (Section 6).

I was walking on the street, I met a family and chatted with them
for a while. To jump and edit that part, I tried searching for ‘boy’ or
‘person’.” She enjoyed having the option to search for the visual
content of the footage, as she might forget the exact word she
said, but still remember what was visible in the frame. Rachel also
noticed that AVscript had errors in the speech-aligned transcript
and scene description. When she read one of the scene labels, she
said “Oh it says I’m holding a purple leash! That is my purple cane. I
guess this is created by AI?”

Overall Rachel mentioned that she feels more confident showing
her video to more people after fixing the visual errors detected
by AVscript. As an individual without light perception, Rachel has
often experienced filming videos with bad lighting (e.g., turning
the light off, or facing back to the sunlight). She noted “[AVscript]
is also guiding me on how to film with fewer visual errors.”

6.2.3 V5: Blind Construction Tools. Lewis creates workout videos,
product reviews, and tips for people with visual impairments. He
often shares the video on social media or participates in workout
video contests. To film a video on construction tools (V5), P14 set
up a camera with a tripod and used TalkBack to guide him with the
filming position (e.g., TalkBack giving directions “Face detected -
upper right”). To quickly skim through his footage, Lewis pressed
and held the down arrow key to mimic the scrubbing feature of
Reaper (his typical video editor). He described that the lines helped
him navigate efficiently: “I don’t have to read the entire line to check
where I am (the cursor is) in the video. Just listening to the first word
or first syllable is enough.” When Lewis reached a part of the video
that AVscript detected as blurry he mentioned: “Oh this is not a
bad thing here, I had to walk quickly, and it’s probably because of
that.” Lewis also used the inspect feature to choose an editing point.
To find the first few seconds where he started the recording and
was not on the frame, he continuously clicked inspect to find the
exact timestamp where he appeared, then trimmed the video up to
that point. He noted: “The script does tell when the word begins and
ends, but it doesn’t tell when an action begins and ends.” Lewis also
reported speech recognition errors: “I mumbled something here, but
it wasn’t caught in the transcript. Maybe because of the radio music.
It is difficult to edit that part out when I don’t see it on the transcript.”

Using AVscript, Lewis anticipated that collaboration with sighted
reviewers will be easier because he can show them only the errors
detected by the system instead of asking them to review the entire
footage. He also noted that he wanted to create different content
and styles of videos with the help of AVscript: “In the past, I always
used a tripod to avoid camera shakes. Now that I can check whether
my footage is shaky, I want to try carrying around my camera.”
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6.2.4 Reflection on Three Vignettes. All three BLV creators usedAVscript
to speed up certain stages in video editing (e.g., Rachel browsing
the video for a specific scene), or locate visual errors or actions
(e.g., Lewis noticing a camera blur) which wasn’t possible prior to
use AVscript. They also reported the limitations of AVscript: (1) er-
rors in the speech-aligned transcript and scene description, (2) lack
of detailed information on visual content such as motion details or
object colors, especially for parts without much narration. Overall,
all three creators wanted to use AVscript in the future to be more
creative with the content and styles of videos.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this section, we reflect on our findings from the design, develop-
ment, and evaluation of AVscript. We also present future directions
for research exploring accessible authoring tools.
NavigatingVideos based onVisual Content.Our formative study
revealed that BLV video creators’ current tools did not enable access
to visual content in their video footage (C1. Recognizing visual con-
tent in a video). To address this challenge, AVscript provides access
to visual content including: a summary of key visual moments via
scene descriptions, a list of low-level objects via inspect mode, and
on-demand access to visuals of interest via search. While creators
using AVscript occasionally listened to the video and scene descrip-
tions linearly (similar to how BLV audiences currently listen to
audio descriptions that describe visual content in a video alongside
the video narration [44, 58]), creators also used scene descriptions
for new use cases including skimming the outline of scene descrip-
tions to gain an overview of visual content, and clicking on scene
descriptions to navigate to video scenes (similar to how sighted
video creators use video keyframes to navigate with timeline-based
video editing tools [13, 15]). Scene description-based navigation
helped address an existing challenge for video editors (C4. Non-
linear browsing and skimming of videos), and future work may
explore extending this navigation approach to video consumers.
However, state-of-the-art scene descriptions still include errors. In
our studies, BLV creators editing their own footage were able to rec-
ognize and recover from errors that mismatched their expectations
(e.g., “leash” vs. “cane” in a walking video), but creators editing un-
familiar footage missed notable errors (a pile of laundry described
as “animal on bed”). Future improvements to scene description
accuracy could help AVscript better support BLV creators using
unfamiliar footage (e.g., when adding stock video b-roll). While
creators used AVscript’s low-level inspect mode less often than the
high-level scene descriptions, one creator used inspect mode to
achieve fine-grained navigation to a visual scene boundary, similar
to the fine-grained navigation to audio pause boundaries that BLV
creators currently perform via audio. Future work may explore
how navigation practices change with long-term use of AVscript
for video editing, and how to further facilitate fine-grained visual
navigation.
Editing based on Visual Error Suggestions. To address the chal-
lenge of assessing the visual quality of a video (C2), AVscript in-
forms users of potential edit points (blur, bad lighting, camera mo-
tion, and audio pause). Participants frequently used the visual errors
provided by AVscript to remove distracting and low-quality visuals
from the video (e.g., camera shakes, dark lighting), and participants

reported that edit point suggestions improved their confidence in
their final video. While participants occasionally noticed errors
in visual content descriptions, none of the participants expressed
skepticism toward visual quality predictions. However, participants
asked for information about the severity of the predicted visual
errors to help them weigh the content and quality of a clip before
removing it. In the future, AVscript will provide confidence scores
and severity levels for predicted visual errors to better support BLV
creators in making editing decisions. In addition, describing errors
in more detail and explaining potential causes (e.g.,“Blur – out of
focus, possibly due to the camera being too close to the target object”)
could help novice video editors understand errors and film better
footage. Finally, AVscript could recognize other types of visual er-
rors in the future, such as composition errors [12] and jump cuts [7]
which we observed in the videos edited by BLV creators.
Text-based Video Editing for BLV Creators. Prior research on
text-based editing primarily focused on sighted video authors [18,
34, 77]. We explored using text-based editing to help BLV creators
navigate videos efficiently (C3). Our studies revealed benefits of us-
ing text-based editing that echo findings in prior work (e.g., lower
mental load than timeline-based interface [34, 77]), and demon-
strated unique benefits for BLV creators (e.g., better screen reader
compatibility than timeline-based interfaces, and access to rapid
screen reader text-to-speech for quick skimming and editing). Still,
creators mentioned that timeline-based video editing interfaces
enable granular access to the audio track without word-level con-
straints (e.g., editing out background noise which is not captured
in the transcript). In the future, we plan to integrate timeline-based
editing into AVscript to enable creators to use the audio-visual script
for coarse navigation and the timeline for fine-grained navigation.
Supporting New Editing Tasks. While our system explored delet-
ing or speeding up video segments — core tasks in video production
— future can explore how to support BLV creators in making vi-
sual edits such as composing title slides or adding visual effects.
For example, an editing system could describe the impact of an
applied effect on the visual content in the video (e.g., “the vignette
effect now covers the hands”) using techniques from prior work in
BLV visual design authoring [62] and computer vision approaches
for captioning differences between pairs of similar images [37].
Recent strides in prompt-driven text generation [20], image gener-
ation [63, 67], and image editing [54] suggest that prompt-driven
video editing (e.g., make this clip moody) may be possible in the
future [32]. Future research is needed to help BLV creators eval-
uate their results with such tools. In addition, AVscript considers
single-track videos as the format common in BLV creators’ videos
today. However, in the future, we could explore approaches to help
creators enhance their videos with b-roll (e.g., by helping creators
find and insert their own footage using text [77] or suggesting
opportunities for adding online b-roll [34]).
Supporting New Stages of Video Production. Our formative
study suggested that BLV creators currently use creative but effort-
intensive filming strategies (e.g., describing visual content) and
editing strategies (e.g., navigating video footage only linearly) to
produce and share their videos to broad audiences. As AVscript
enabled BLV creators to edit videos more efficiently, with less men-
tal demand, and more confidence in their end result, BLV creators
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mentioned it would change their filming practice by capturing ad-
ditional desired footage. Future work may explore how improved
access to video editing will impact filming practices, and further im-
prove the filming process by providing additional information about
the visual content and errors, as provided in our system, at capture
time. Similar to prior work in supporting BLV photographers, future
systems could information about framing the shot [11] paired with
the presence and severity of potential visual errors. When BLV cre-
ators move as they film videos like Vlogs and tutorials, approaches
to alert creators of potential errors may distract them (similar to
the demand of describing visual content). Thus, future work could
explore enabling BLV creators to capture with a wide field of view
at capture time (e.g., 360 or 180-degree video) and edit the video to
produce a smooth normal field of view footage that captures the
content of interest [76]. Finally, our work points to solutions in the
video publishing process including improving the acceptance of
sighted audiences to visual errors, and platform-supported funding
for BLV creators seeking to hire sighted reviewers.
Beyond Manual Text-based Editing. We designed AVscript to
use text as BLV video creators who we interviewed were highly
proficient at using screen readers, and text enabled creators to use
their screen reader experience to review and navigate video at high
speeds. We are currently exploring multimodal approaches for edit-
ing videos by combining a screen reader and voice input together
to facilitate fast and low-burden navigation and editing (e.g., “jump
to 5 minutes”, “delete this scene”). The visualization community has
demonstrated ample applications that support multimodal data ex-
ploration with touch and speech (e.g., [40, 73–75]). In similar vein,
we plan to build on work in tactile displays [83] to surface the visual
content in the video. While consuming video with tactile displays
may be challenging, editing video may benefit from providing cre-
ators access to slow frame-by-frame content (e.g., to assess when a
person moves out of the frame) and waveform visualizations.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we designed and developed AVscript, an accessible text-
based video editing tool that enables BLV creators to edit videos
using a text script that describes the visual content and visual
errors in the footage. The design was informed by a formative
study consisting of YouTube video analysis and interviews with
BLV creators. The comparison study (N=12) showed that AVscript
significantly reduces the mental demand of BLV creators when
compared to their own video editing tools. In the exploratory case
study (N=3) we also explored how BLV creators edit their own
videos using AVscript. We hope our research catalyzes future work
on improving accessibility in media authoring process.
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A STUDY PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHICS

Table 2: Study Participants (P1-P8: Formative study participants, P1, P4, P8-P17: Controlled study participants, P14, P18, P19:
Exploratory study participants. Three participants marked with ∗ participated in both formative study and controlled study
(P1, P4, P8), and one participant with † participated in both controlled study and exploratory study (P14). All participants are
screen reader users.)

PID Age Gender Visual impairment Onset Video editing tool Content type Experience (yr.)

P1∗ 27 M Legally blind Acquired Microsoft Photos User interviews 4

P2 23 M Totally blind Acquired VirutalDub 2 Sports videos, Product reviews 5

P3 22 F Legally blind Congenital Final Cut Pro Live streams, Presentations 1

P4∗ 35 M Low vision Acquired Python & FFmpeg Art demonstrations, Tutorials 7

P5 28 F Legally blind Congenital iMovie Video podcasts 11

P6 24 M Low vision Acquired Final Cut Pro Short-form videos 4

P7 41 M Legally blind Congenital iMovie (mobile) Vlogs 2

P8∗ 41 M Legally blind Acquired Final Cut Pro Short film 20

P9 40 F Totally blind Congenital Microsoft Photos Accessibility videos 1

P10 54 M Totally blind Congenital Reaper Podcasts, Music videos 1

P11 31 F Legally blind Acquired Reaper Fashion videos, Accessibility videos 8

P12 30 M Totally blind Congenital Reaper Twitch streams, Short-form videos 3

P13† 58 M Legally blind Acquired Reaper
Workout videos, product reviews,

Accessibility videos
2

P14 40 M Legally blind Congenital Reaper Tech demonstrations 1

P15 29 F Totally blind Acquired Windows Movie Maker
Accessibility videos,

Video editing tutorials
5

P16 31 M Totally blind Congenital VideoReDo Conference talks 6

P17 30 F Totally blind Acquired Windows Movie Maker Video podcasts, Short-form video 3

P18 63 M Totally blind Congenital None Planting tutorials 5

P19 29 F Totally blind Acquired None Vlogs, Video podcasts, Live streams 0

B EVALUATION STUDY VIDEO DATASET

Table 3: Videos used in the evaluation study.

Video ID Title Duration (Original) Creator URL

V0 College Life...As A Blind Girl! 3m 12s (9m 10s) Rae Green [28]

V1 How Blind Mom Cooks 11m 12s (20m 38s) Ashley Nemeth [52]

V2 Day In The Life Blind Mom 11m 5s (20m 16s) Ashley Nemeth [53]

V3
Growing With Blind Bryan:

New border, Rampant Runner and a Juicy Peach Tree
10m 2s P14 None

V4 An adventure to dinner: Demonstrating O&M techniques 12m 57s P18 None

V5 Blind construction tools 9m 37s P19 None

C FORMATIVE STUDY VIDEO DATASET
To collect videos demonstrating how BLV creators edit videos, we first searched YouTube for all combinations of a set of vision-related
keywords (blind, low vision, visual impairment, screen reader), and a set of video editing keywords (editing videos, making videos, creating
videos), following prior work [44, 45]. For each search phrase, we included all unique videos that had a title related to vision and video
editing and stopped the search when the results of an entire search page were irrelevant. We then filtered out videos that did not cover video
editing (1 filtered) or had poor audio or video quality (3 filtered). Our final dataset contained 24 videos (V1-V24) uploaded before October 12,
2021. The videos contained overviews of the video production process (2 videos) and tutorials of video editing software (22 videos). For the
full list of videos, see Supplemental Material.
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